SCG ROOF RENOVATION

“OLD HOUSE WITH LEAKS, CRACKS, RUN-DOWN PROBLEMS, CONSULT US”

Free Consultation Tel 0-2586-2222 or Scan Now
Every concern about roof renovation, we have the solutions for you

Stop the problem with confidence.
With full services from SCG ROOF RENOVATION

**Re-Roof**
Replace the entire old roof to a brand new one.

**Roof Repair**
Repair particular leaky spots, no more repeated leaks.

Improve the roof to its full efficiency with ability to add new innovations to increase comfort of living by... professional team from SCG, standards you trust.
YOUR TRUSTWORTHY SERVICE STANDARDS
SCG ROOF RENOVATION

Confident
Carefully examine the site to find the real cause of the problems. Stop all roof problems with warranty.
- Re-roof: 1-year warranty
- Roof Repair: 6-month warranty

Reliable
With our specialized technician team from SCG trained specifically in roof renovation.

Worry-free
Systematic plan with no delays, no quitting, no budget overrun.

Happy
Can stay in your own house during the renovation. We care about your life and property safety.

1. Examine the site.
2. Tear off and replace the roof by sections. Complete the job on time with no delays.
3. Stay in the house as usual during the renovation.
4. Use tile rail technology to prevent any breakage during transportation.
Q & A | Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Is Re-Roof possible? And what kinds of the new roof are available?

A: Yes, it is possible by considering the weight of the old roof and the degree of the roof structure compared with the new roof specs to see whether the weight is similar or not. If it weighs similarly or less and the degree of the roof structure is not less than the new one's, then it's possible.

Q: How can we be sure of no budget overrun?

A: Our skillful staff will examine the actual work site to assess the problems and work procedures. Summary report of the roof inspection and cost calculation will be provided for the homeowner to decide if they will receive the services.

Q: During roof renovation, don't we need to move out?

A: SCG has plans to renovate the roof by section allowing the work to be completed each day. The professional technicians will prepare the equipment to prevent damages during installation. Therefore, homeowners can stay in the house as usual.

Q: I already have a technician, can we only purchase the products?

A: Yes, you can only purchase the SCG products. However, we recommend the installation to be done by the highly-experienced experts from SCG with 1-year warranty for Re-roof and 6-month warranty for Roof Repair.
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For Consultation:
SCG Contact center 02-586-2222
Email: contact@scg.com, www.scgbuildingmaterials.com